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Overview

• Introductions

• Celestial Observing

• The Sun

• Our Moon

• The Planets

• Comets and Meteors

• Deep Sky Objects

• Some Constellations



Observation Sessions
• Comet 46P/Wirtanen – 7 Dec 2018

• First identified with Binos

• Viewed with 4 inch and 30 

inch scopes

• Could identify core and very 

dispersed tail

• Geminid Meteor Shower – 11 and 

14 December 2018

• First night observed 5 

Geminids and several 

sporadics

• Second night Don observed 

48 Geminds

• Lunar Eclipse – 20/21 January 

2019

• Partial started – 9:36 p.m.

• Full started – 10:33 p.m.

• Full ended – 12:43 a.m.



Contact Binary



The Sun

• The nearest star - 93M miles distant

• 864,938 miles in diameter

• 24-35  day rotation period

• Can view sunspots, prominences, flares

• Observe safely ONLY with proper 

equipment:

• Eclipse glasses, Full aperture filters

• Solar projection screens

• PST telescopes (H-Alpha Filters)

• Next total solar eclipse visible in  US occurs 

April 2024





The Moon

• Rate of rotation equivalent to rate of 

revolution around the earth

• Same side faces the earth

• Lots of interesting surface features

• Craters, mare, mountains, 

valley’s

• Different phases provide 

opportunity to observe features 

under varying lighting conditions

• Terminator prime area for 

observation

• More frequent lunar eclipse’s provide 

for interesting events – May 26, 2021



Mercury and Venus

• Two innermost planets from the Sun

• Mercury very difficult to observe because 

of close proximity to sun

• Close to sunset or sunrise

• Like the moon and Venus, Mercury 

also displays phases

• Very heavily cratered surface

• Next transit: Nov 11, 2019

• Venus: brightest “Evening/Morning Star”

• Covered in highly reflective clouds

• Presents distinct phases

• Best viewing during “half” or “crescent” 

phase



Mars

• Best observed during opposition

• October 13, 2020

• Two moons too small for small telescopes

• Demos and Phobos

• Red Color: Result of iron oxides in the layer 

of fine dust that covers the planet

• Polar Caps: Like Earth, Mars has white 

polar caps; made of frozen water and 

carbon dioxide; change with the Martian 

seasons

• Dark Regions: These dark surface 

markings are crater fields, and they do 

change their appearance slightly over time 



Asteroids

• Remnants left over from the early 

formation of our solar system about 4.6 

billion years ago

• Most known found between the orbits 

of Mars and Jupiter

• Collisions within this belt create 

fragments that are a source of 

meteroids

• Three largest are observable

• Ceres, Pallas and Vesta

• Several hundred observable with 3 inch 

telescope

• Identified on Stellarium software



Jupiter

• From any sized telescope, a view of 

Jupiter and its four main moons are 

possible

• The Galilean moons are the four 

largest moons of Jupiter—

Io, Europa, Ganymede, and Callisto

• When viewed through a large telescope, 

is very colorful—it is a disk covered with 

bands of blue, brown, pink, red, orange, 

and yellow

• Most distinguishing feature is “the Great 

Red Spot,” an intense windstorm larger 

than Earth, has continued for centuries



Saturn

• The rings of Saturn are visible in even the 

smallest telescope at 25X

• A good 3-inch scope at 50x can show 

them as a separate structure detached on 

all sides from the ball of the planet

• Dark belts and bright zones can often be 

made out on the ball of the planet; much 

vaguer than the similar belts and zones of 

Jupiter

• And, of course, there are Saturn's many 

moons; 62 at last count;

• a 2-inch scope will show Titan; 

• a half dozen are sometimes within 

reach of a 10-inch.



Uranus and Neptune

• Uranus:

• At 100X or higher appears as a tiny 

disk rather than a pinpoint of light like 

a star

• Can recognize Uranus just by its hue, 

which most people find faintly blue or 

green

• Neptune:

• Neptune varies from magnitude 7.8 to 

8.0, about two magnitudes fainter than 

Uranus 

• Neptune's disk is plainly visible at 

200X through a 6-inch telescope on a 

night of steady seeing

• Look for a hue quite similar to 

Uranus's, though somewhat bluer



Pluto and the Kuiper Belt

• The region of the solar system beyond the 

orbit of Neptune, believed to contain many 

comets, asteroids, and other small bodies 

made largely of ice

• New Horizons space mission has provided 

totally new perspective on this binary non-

planetary system

• Pluto and Charon

• Four other moons

• Requires large aperture amateur scope to 

view as 14th mag object

• Have viewed Pluto at Morning Calm 

Observatory with the 30” Obsession

• Appears as “star-like” object



Comets

• Visit our solar system periodically

• Most famous is Halley’s Comet 

visiting every 76 years

• Last visit was in 1986; next 

return mid-2061

• Current comet of interest is 

Comet 46P/Wirtanen



Meteor Showers

• During 2018, CAC had observing sessions for 

Perseid’s, Orionid’s, and Geminid’s



Stars

• Binary/Multiple Stars

• Numerous targets available

• Can be Physical or visual

• Provide great contrasting colored 

pairs

• Can be challenging to split  

depending on scope size and 

atmospherics

• Carbon Stars

• Most are Red Giants

• Red complexion comes from 

carbon in their atmosphere

• Variable Stars

• Observed over time

Albireo

Iota Cas

AlmachDouble Stars

Carbon Stars

R Leporis

T Lyrae Garnet Star



Deep Sky Objects – Star Clusters

M22 (Sagittarius)

Double Cluster (Perseus)

Pleiades (Taurus)

M13 (Hercules)



Deep Sky Objects– Nebula

• A nebula is an interstellar cloud in outer space that 
is made up of dust, hydrogen and helium gas, and 
plasma

• It is formed when portions of the interstellar medium 
collapse and clump together due to the gravitational 
attraction of the particles that comprise them

• Most nebulae are of vast size, even hundreds 
of light years in diameter

• Nebulae are often star-forming regions, such as in 
the “Pillars of Creation" in the Eagle Nebula

• In these regions the formations of gas, dust, 
and other materials "clump" together to form 
larger masses, which attract further matter, and 
eventually will become massive enough to 
form stars

• The remaining materials are then believed to 
form planets and other planetary system 
objects

Dumbell Nebula (Vulpecula)

Ring Nebula (Lyra)

Orion Nebula

Eagle Nebula (Serpens)



Deep Sky Objects – Galaxies

• The Andromeda Galaxy (M31) is the closest large galaxy to the Milky 

Way and is one of a few galaxies that can be seen unaided from the 

Earth 

Distance from Milky Way: 2.5 million light-years

Diameter: 260,000 light-years

Mass: 400 billion solar masses

Number of Stars: 1 trillion

• The Whirlpool Galaxy is a familiar one to stargazers and among the 

many close galaxy neighbors to our own Milk Way

Distance from Milky Way: ~25 million light-years

Diameter: about 75 thousand light-years across

Mass: ~160 billion suns

Number of Stars: > 100 billion

• The Triangulum Galaxy, also known as M33, is one of the closest 

spiral galaxies to the Milky Way

Distance from Milky Way: 3 million light-years

Diameter: 60,000 light-years

Mass: 100 billion solar masses

Number of stars: 40 billion stars



The Milky Way



Resources

• Sky and Telescope website: http://www.skyandtelescope.com/

• Stellarium software application: www.Stellarium.org

• Suggested books:

http://www.skyandtelescope.com/
http://www.stellarium.org/


Constellations

• Will explore three this evening

• Perseus, “Hero”

• Cassiopeia, “Queen”

• Camelapardolis, “Giraffe”



Perseus – The Hero

• Named after the hero Perseus in Greek 

mythology

• Home to the famous variable star Algol, 

Beta Persei

• Perseus also contains a number of 

famous deep sky objects:

• The Double Cluster, NGC869/884

• Little Dumbbell Nebula (M76), 

Planetary Nebula

• M34, Open Cluster

• California Nebula (NGC 1499)

• Perseid Meteor Shower (August)



Cassiopeia – The Queen

• Easily recognizable in the sky because 

of its distinctive W shape

• Some notable double stars:

• Iota Cas: Nice triple

• Eta Cas: Double (11” sep)

• Delta Cas: Eclipsing Binary

• Contains several notable deep sky 

objects

• Open clusters M52 and M 103

• Star-forming cloud popularly known 

as the Pacman Nebula, NGC 281



Camelapardis– The Giraffe (ka-MEL-oh-POR-duh-lis)

• No myths associated; Greeks thought  

region empty; first thought to be camel

• Extremely faint with no stars brighter than 

magnitude 4

• Kemble’s Cascade - asterism forms a 

cascade of about 20 dim stars spread out 

in a straight line

• IC 342 - Spiral Galaxy; apparent 

magnitude of 9.1; approx 10.7M LY 

distant

• NGC 2403 - Spiral Galaxy approx 8M LY 

distant



Upcoming Events

• Next Meeting: February 25

• Topic: TBD


